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“The love that never happened” is based on the stories of the author during his engineering
days with a touch of fiction. With this book, he is celebrating the young love that made him feel
alive. Because as St. Augustine said, “Better to have loved and lost, than to never loved at all”
Prakash and Alisha, 2 completely different individuals meet during their B-Tech days. It is a
ride to the time of adulthood when life was young and wild. Life had no rules then as if the rules
of life always stayed out of the campus gate. A tale of friendship from B-Tech days, 4 friends
and their hostel life, and how love is celebrated in boys’ hostel. It’s not only about love, but
it’s also about the friendship of those days. It’s about the transition from a Student to a
Corporate employee. It’s about the innocence with which Alisha and Prakash lived their
college life. It’s about the first love of campus, it’s about that Old Monk party of Hostel. We get
to live college with Prakash and Alisha and see life through them. Their love, which starts with
a “Hi”, moves to coffee dates, then to long walks, then to Lovers park. Love was in their hands
and they did it perfectly. This book is about the different aspects of love and how life takes a
turn the moment you move out of the campus gate. It’s about the reality of life and two
innocent souls, who only loved each other. The book takes you back to those college random
days, those stupid moments, which were not stupid then. Alisha’s care towards the restless
soul like him is a thing to watch. Two different perspectives of life, but the best part is they
loved each other. It’s not important that you love and be loved, you must express what you
feel in your own stupid ways. This is about, "Not so stupid moments". “Better to have loved
and lost, than to have never loved at all.” – St. Augustine
A fiercely independent engineer walks out on the man her parents have set her up with -- only
to start working side-by-side with him at her job in this laugh-out-loud debut with "delicious
banter, deep wounds, heartwarming friendships, and a path to love that often feels impossibly
hard, and [a payoff] satisfying enough to give you a book hangover the size of Texas" (Sonali
Dev, USA Today bestselling author of Recipe for Persuasion). Liya Thakkar is a successful
biochemical engineer, takeout enthusiast, and happily single woman. The moment she realizes
her parents' latest dinner party is a setup with the man they want her to marry, she's out the
back door in a flash. Imagine her surprise when the same guy shows up at her office a week
later -- the new lawyer hired to save her struggling company. What's not surprising: he's not
too thrilled to see her either after that humiliating fiasco. Jay Shah looks good on paper...and
off. Especially if you like that whole gorgeous, charming lawyer-in-a-good-suit thing. He's also
infuriating. As their witty office banter turns into late-night chats, Liya starts to think he might be
the one man who truly accepts her. But falling for each other means exposing their painful
pasts. Will Liya keep running, or will she finally give love a real chance?
The book A Daughters Diary expresses the beautiful emotional bond of a sweet fatherdaughter relationship. Dr.Sia Singh, the daughter was fortunate to spend special moments with
an extraordinary person in her life, her father-Late Dr. Naveen Singh. She narrates that how
her fathers ideals have influenced her and how he inculcated his values in her. No matter how
hard the time may be or how worse the situation is, his teachings have guided her to be a
better person. She being a different individual was loved to be called a carbon copy of her
father. Being the apple of her fathers eye, she was forever very precious for him. Sias life had
lots of twists and turns, out of them few being good and few being not so good. But in total
these experiences have made her grow as a person and become a responsible individual. She
was fortunate to be brought up with love and care of her family. But as they say, sometimes it
takes sadness to know happiness, noise to appreciate silence and absence to value presence.
One never realizes that small gestures, small talks in our daily routine can become a memory
in future. The memories which one would like to re-live each time, just to relish that happiness
once again and get relief from the pain. Sia lost the most important person from her life and
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here she shares her memories to express her love and respect for her dad. Its her tribute to
her father for being the greatest dad in the world.
Should you move on if life gives you a second chance? Aditya Arora spent the last years of
high school watching his first love, Neela, die of cancer. College, he hopes, will be a fresh
start. But when the past comes back to haunt him in the form of his late girlfriend’s father,
Professor Krishnan, the year soon turns out to be harder than his worst nightmare. Thankfully,
Aditya’s not so far gone that he can’t make friends. With the help of Kaveri, Justin and
Mausammi, he slowly begins building resistance to Krishnan’s spitefulness and anger. As
relationships change equations and academic pressures reach inhuman levels, Aditya learns
some important lessons in trust, acceptance and, of course, moving on. Hopefully, he won’t be
the only one learning them!
Mark has been in and out of hospital his whole life - and he's fed up. So when his cancer
returns, he decides he's had enough. Running away with his dog Beau, he sets out to climb a
mountain - and it's only when he's left everything behind that Mark realises he has everything
to live for.
The bestselling coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by critics, beloved by readers of all ages,
taught in schools and universities alike, and translated around the world—from the winner of the
2019 PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in International Literature. The House on Mango
Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina girl growing up in
Chicago, inventing for herself who and what she will become. Told in a series of vignettessometimes heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros' masterpiece is a classic
story of childhood and self-discovery. Few other books in our time have touched so many
readers.
"Silky tears may be dried up, but the beating heart never!" Being richly wrapped in vivacity,
poignancy, compulsion, delirium of joy and bleak hope, 'Good Night, Dear Eddie' is a romantic
story of passion and eternal love. It's an Epistolary Novella, in essence, that depicts the
modern version of an epistolary relationship, and the story narrative unfolds through a series of
texting and chatting exchanged via social media. "Deepak Dubey is an Ethical Data Analyst
and IT Support Specialist. He belongs to the Gorakhpur District of Uttar Pradesh. Before he
started writing a science fiction romance novel, Deepak got a bachelor's degree in Physics, a
master's degree in Economics, Google IT Professional Certificate, and a diploma in Advanced
English from Arizona State University. After that, he got a Google Data Analyst certificate just
to shake things up. Upon completion of the Google Professional Certificate, he was being
offered to join as an 'Intrusion Analyst 3rd' in Walmart, California. But he decided to pursue his
career in writing. When he is not reading or writing, he provides the best IT support, along with
the comfort of being at home."
"Shreya's Very Own Style" is a story about self-love and acceptance. Though Shreya is a
champion on the soccer field, the coolest scientist at her school and dances like a star, she just
can't seem to figure out how else to style her hair. After all, how would she explain the patches
on her head with no hair at all?
Indulge in this "laugh-out-loud" (Jill Shalvis) #1 New York Times bestseller about two childhood
enemies who--decades later--discover that there is a fine line between love and hate. "I have a
proposition for you." Kacey should have run the minute those words left Seattle millionaire
Jake Titus's mouth. It's been years since Kacey's seen her childhood friend Jake, but the
minute Jake mentions his ill grandmother, Kacey is ready to do anything for the sweet old
woman. And if that means pretending they're engaged for her sake, so be it. But Kacey wasn't
counting on Jake's older brother Travis still being there. She calls him "Satan" for a reason:
she's never forgotten the way he teased and taunted her. Yet when they meet again, Travis's
gorgeous smile is a direct hit to her heart . . . and Kacey's more confused than ever. As the
days pass, only one thing starts to become alarmingly clear -- she never should have accepted
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Jake's deal.
What do you do when you are haunted by a fashion-conscious ghost? Sameera, a novice
ghost, is about to become an angel. But before she gets the promotion, she needs to complete
a rather nerve-racking assignment. She has to help Roshni find her path again. Roshni has just
shifted into her new home as she wants to get some semblance of order back in her life. But
now, she is being hounded by a gorgeous ghost, who makes snide comments about her
dressing sense (or the lack of it) and keeps trying to set her up with her dishy-looking neighbor,
Karan. However, she is wary of falling in love again, of losing again. Karan fell in love with
Roshni the day she fell in his arms. He understands her hesitation and is content to remain
friends with her, though he still has to deal with the evil eye her gay best friend keeps giving
him. To make matters worse, there is a beautiful young ghost who keeps popping up at the
most inappropriate times, pushing him to let Roshni know his true feelings. As Sameera tries to
play Cupid, she faces resistance and hesitation from all parties concerned. Will she be able to
complete her assignment? Will she get that promotion? Will she be able to convince Roshni to
give love, life and happiness a second chance?
What happens when you fall in love at first sight? That too in college, which is supposed to be
the best time of one's life. But is it the best place to find love too? Viraj falls head over heels in
love with his classmate Nimisha, who could make boys on campus go crazy. While his friends
Punit and Sahil just want to have fun - despite poor mark-sheets, grace marks to pass, and
other everyday adventures - Viraj wants more from his life and love. Life has led Viraj to the
edge of a cliff. He has a choice to make - to forget everything and jump, or fight. What brought
him here? An unrequited love, encounters with law, or the dilemma of grace marks? Where
does Viraj's story eventually end? Welcome to 37 + Grace Marks, Viraj's journey to discover
that there is more to life than marks.
"Faith has a vast meaning. Every person has his own definition of Faith, though it's different
from person to person, it plays a crucial role in everyone’s life.Give Faith a Chance is an
ordinary tale of six weird teenagers residing in the busiest city of India named Mumbai , each
having different cultural and social backgrounds, different personalities, different ideas. They
undergo a lot of hurdles and troubles in their life because of often been ignored, misguided,
unheard or misinterpreted by society or family.Come read the roller-coaster journey of Kiara –
who is full of kindness, optimism, cheerfulness and about her friends. Will their never-ending
whirlpool of events and their struggle for moving towards peace, success, dreams come to an
virtuous end or will life keep on tossing thorns on them repeatedly? Will their belief waver with
various obstacles or will they stand strong and fight their fears and preserve their faith?To
Know their stories by read- Give faith a Chance.A tale of friendship, love and faith"
In this romantic road trip story perfect for fans of Sarah Dessen and Morgan Matson, a teen girl
discovers the value of ordinary objects while learning to forgive her absent father. A lot can
happen on the road from lost to found… Ali Collins doesn’t have room in her life for clutter or
complications. So when her estranged father passes away and leaves her his only prized
possession—a 1968 Firebird convertible—Ali knows she won’t keep it. Not when it reminds her
too much of all her father’s unfulfilled promises. And especially not when a buyer three
hundred miles up the Pacific coast is offering enough money for the car to save her childhood
home from foreclosure. There’s only one problem, though. Ali has no idea how to drive a stick
shift. But her ex-boyfriend, Nico, does. The road trip gets off to a horrible start, filled with
unexpected detours, roadblocks, and all the uncomfortable tension that comes with being
trapped in a car with your ex. But when Nico starts collecting items from the quirky strangers
they meet along the way, Ali starts to sense that these objects aren’t random. Somehow they
seem to be leading her to an unknown truth about her father. A truth that will finally prove to Ali
that some things—even broken things—are worth saving.
All that Shreya ever wanted was a happy marriage and a happy home. But her heart never
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stopped fearing the opposite and eventually attracted her fears as a manifestation in her life.
Standing at the crossroads of fear and happiness, Shreya must make the choice of her life.
There's a fresh new breath of love and there's also a hope of her first love returning to her,
what will Shreya choose? What must she choose and why? Read this extraordinary tale of a
woman's rise from suffering at the hands of narcissistic abuse to attracting the life of her
dreams.
I am Raavan, the mightiest demon king 2019, Bareilly- A rich NRI businessman goes missing
mysteriously. The Detective found a clue in his diary and named it, The Raavan Key. 3400
BCE, Golden City of Lanka- Raavan, the mighty demon King came to know of a chilling secret
of his half-brother Kubera. Raged by the revelation he fiercely attacked the Drumatulya city.
1972, Thar Desert, Jaisalmer- An archaeology team was in search of the ancient city of
Drumatulya, which existed during the Ramayana Era. They couldn't believe their eyes when
weird events unfolded one after another. 2018, Antwerp, Europe- The overlord of Europe’s
most dreaded crime syndicate received a phone call from a mysterious man. What was the
terrifying secret of Kubera that raged Raavan? What connects the missing NRI businessman to
the ancient city of Drumatulya? What was the horrific mystery of Drumatulya? Read on to
witness the epic story of Love and Betrayal, Gods and Demons, Deceit and Violence.
Words matter. Some more than others. Have you ever felt that some words colour your world
without giving you a choice? In colours that create a context that don't give you the freedom to
exist or express on your terms. That ends now. This book is a compilation of forty words that
help the reader to choose their vocabulary in a way that allows them to redefine how human
beings are treated. With equality. And with respect. Our sisters, wives and mothers have
suffered consequences of a language that has been fed into our minds since we were born.
Those in relationships with them have suffered repercussions of the narratives these words
have created. Let us make sure the same doesn't happen to our daughters. Essential reading
for boys, girls and every human being who believes in human dignity. 'This book should be the
bible for women and a guideline for men' - Dr.Jija M.HariSingh Former Director General of
Police, Bangalore. 'This book breaks down often complex topics to its core by using
illustrations and poems. It is so powerful, you can't help but feel the impact of these words
deep within. Every woman needs this book to nurture the little girl inside of her. This book is for
every person who would like to understand true equality.' Bhairavi Prakash Amani Social
Innovation Management Fellow and the Founder of Mithra Trust 'I could experience every word
in this book. The book spoke to me like a friend' Shilpa 8th grade student, Studying in a
government aided school in Bangalore "Every book you buy, contributes to the education of
the girl child, as part of the proceeds will fund the HopeWords Foundation."

Escape into nature's captivating realms as you read through poems that take you
through lush green forests and let you skim your fingers through flowing rivers. listen to
mother nature and Discover her beauty and the little things that bring us joy. This book
seeks to connect people with the world around them and help them appreciate creation
and all that is has to offer.
“Josh, so you see, battles are not won with weapons, but with faith and courage.
Someday you would grow up and become a hero, like David.” Joshua decided never to
be a hero again after the tragedy from his teenage days. The demons of his past
profoundly affect his present and he stops taking charge of his life. Be it his toxic boss
Mayur who exploits him and his friends, or the challenges his wife encounters, he is
unable to take a stand for his loved ones. His fears even wreak havoc on his beautiful
marriage with Susan. Will he find his redemption? How will he save his marriage and
win back her love? Let Love Take Over is a riveting story of true love which overcomes
all adversities, and challenges the notion of a ‘hero’.
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Seventeen years after Fae destroyed the world, Adelia Lark must face them again.
Joined by Ryder, the man she's secretly loved for years, she ventures through a broken
land to rescue a child whose fate echoes her own. But the Fae are hunting them. If they
are to survive, Adelia must embrace the powers she never wanted-and risk losing
Ryder forever
"In a kingdom at war, the princess discovers a devastating truth and might be the key to
saving not only those closest to her, but the kingdom itself, if she reveals the very
secret that could destroy her"-In this New York Times bestseller, a single mother sets out to find the North Carolina
man who sent a message meant for someone else . . . and the journey may change her
life forever. Divorced and disillusioned about relationships, Theresa Osborne is jogging
when she finds a bottle on the beach. Inside is a letter of love and longing to
"Catherine," signed simply "Garrett." Challenged by the mystery and pulled by emotions
she doesn't fully understand, Theresa begins a search for this man that will change her
life. What happens to her is unexpected, perhaps miraculous-an encounter that
embraces all our hopes for finding someone special, for having a love that is timeless
and everlasting.... Nicholas Sparks exquisitely chronicles the human heart. In his first
bestselling novel, The Notebook, he created a testament to romantic love that touched
readers around the world. Now in this New York Times bestseller, he renews our faith
in destiny, in the ability of lovers to find each other no matter where, no matter when...
"Who are we, really? Are we shaped by our past, by our plans for tomorrow or by life as
it happens to us? Are we a result of the lives our parents led or are we an
amalgamation of all of it? This is a story of three people who are trying to figure just
that. Three people whose life, as they know it, shatters after a traumatic event. Three
people who are trying to find a new beginning - a beginning away from their darkness.
Three people who want to fade to white."
Strawberry Milk is a colorful, nostalgic novel about taking chances.
"God, I like him. I like my best friend. Oh, and he has a girlfriend." Scarlett has been
best friends with Aiden for a very long time. She's almost like a sister to him. Problem
is, Scarlett does not see him as a brother at all; far from it, in fact. Her traitor of a heart
loves him--yes, as more than a friend.They are polar opposites. She's always been
awkward when it comes to anything social, while Aiden, the life of the party, has girls
falling at his feet. He is so effortlessly likable. Scarlett can't even hope to compete with
all the other girls. Worst, Aiden has a girlfriend: Perfect Hailey. He is crazy about her.
While there is Scarlett, always just his best friend. But there are times when she can
feel something brewing between them, something more. Will she gather enough
courage to confess her feelings to Aiden, to tell him he's more than just a best friend to
her?Or will she shove her feelings right down the drain? Or will that something she
feels between them, prove to be something she dare not hope it to be: something else,
something more, something special? A Flirtationship will draw you into the intricate
tapestry of confessions, betrayals, friendship, and love. Give their story the chance it
deserves. Buy your copy now! You won't regret it.

A disenchanted wife embarks on a one-night stand... A wheelchair-bound poet
comes home to roost, upsetting the balance of his carer's life... A troubled mother
finds solace in an unusual place... A man begins to steal office stationery for no
apparent reason... The stories in Shreya Sen-Handley's Strange are about
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everyday people whose lives take unforeseen turns. Suddenly, they find
themselves drawn inexorably into encounters and situations that weren't part of
their plan, but which result in the shocking revelation of buried parts of their
psyches. This is a book that will have you engrossed as you try to guess what
happens at the end of each story, and its characters will haunt you for a long time
after you've turned the last page.
When in love, you tend to take each other for granted, and sometimes, that can
cost you a lifetime of togetherness . . . Ronnie knew that his first crush was way
out of his league, and yet he pursued and wooed Adira. Shyly and from a
distance in the beginning, and more persuasively later. He couldn't believe it
when the beautiful Adira actually began to reciprocate, falling in love with him for
his simplicity and honesty. Slowly, as they get close and comfortable with each
other, life takes on another hue. From truly magical it becomes routine. There are
fights and then making-up sessions-a clash of egos and doubts. Things begin to
change for the worst. It is too late. Ronnie and Adira will probably never find their
forever after . . .
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK “There’s a
100% chance you’ll be paging through this book to uncover the secrets and
deception that could potentially burn everything down!” — Reese Witherspoon
“This is by far one of the most endearing L.A. novels in recent memory.”—
Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) "A capacious book, chock-full of human
drama...Escandón’s narrative voice is often witty and warm, and her meditations
on Los Angeles are lush and lyrical...A lively and ambitious family novel." — New
York Times Book Review Storm clouds are on the horizon in L.A. Weather, a fun,
fast-paced novel of a Mexican-American family from the author of the #1 Los
Angeles Times bestseller Esperanza’s Box of Saints L.A. is parched, dry as a
bone, and all Oscar, the weather-obsessed patriarch of the Alvarado family,
desperately wants is a little rain. He’s harboring a costly secret that distracts him
from everything else. His wife, Keila, desperate for a life with a little more
intimacy and a little less Weather Channel, feels she has no choice but to end
their marriage. Their three daughters—Claudia, a television chef with a hardhearted attitude; Olivia, a successful architect who suffers from gentrification
guilt; and Patricia, a social media wizard who has an uncanny knack for
connecting with audiences but not with her lovers—are blindsided and left
questioning everything they know. Each will have to take a critical look at her own
relationships and make some tough decisions along the way. With quick wit and
humor, Maria Amparo Escandón follows the Alvarado family as they wrestle with
impending evacuations, secrets, deception, and betrayal, and their toughest
decision yet: whether to stick together or burn it all down.
Navya is an untouchable. Poor, oppressed, and humiliated, untouchables are
treated like outcasts. They are considered so inferior, that no one should even
touch their shadows! But Navya has had enough...
Naina Kashyap's to-do List: Change career. Next time the guy at McDonald's
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acts stupid--be polite. Don't get him arrested again. Stupidity is not a crime.
Unfortunately. Change society's notion towards child labour. Dad wants me to get
married. What the___? Also remember to change family. Some people always
take the right decisions and some people take decisions and then make them
right. Naina Kashyap was so sure that she fell in the second category. A sharptongued, career-oriented girl of today, she had an opinion about everything--from
the local underprivileged children forced to work as labourers to her parents' if-Iam-Jesus-Christ-then-you-are-Paris-Hilton marriage. So when her father ordered
her to find a decent groom for herself, she responded in the only way she knew
how--rebellion. From crazy accidents in Delhi's streets to near drowning in kiddie
pools, she rained her wrath on every man she came across. She thought that
things could never get worse. Little did she know that the drama had only just
begun.
… As a professor in IIT Delhi is busy with his love, Biobull, a revolutionary bus that
will run on human discharge and provide a somewhat funny, yet, inexhaustible
alternate fuel… one of his students is busy with his-a girl thankfully. Tejas Narulas
college misadventures and comic entanglements are a result of the twisted hand
of Fate. Follow his journey across the nation to his love, aided only by his
ingenuity and a trustworthy band of friends.
"Do you live in present and forget all that was there in your past? Or do you drag
your past in your present? Both will end up to a scary situation if a balance is not
made well between the two. Shreya and Dev, a young couple will tell you what
their life was full of. A Navy officer’s struggle on being on sailings and managing
his love life and an old grandfather’s silent lifestyle that was the best companion
to Shreya for long. Their story will touch our existence, make us think hard on our
living and even hit us hard to hear the end. The intoxicating delusion of young
age, its fire, its ambition can distract even the simplest of girls from a small town,
who are brought up with family values and principles as their core like it
happened for Shreya. Even the strongest officer like Mr. Sahai can feel helpless
when he sees his life falling apart and loved ones getting detached from their
roots. The battle between love and peace is not verified by achieving the end
goal of togetherness but can also be lived by gracefully handling the pain and
uncertainties of separation when life doesn’t go as per your plan, as it happened
with Dev. The end cannot assure you to have the life of dreams in a lavish house,
with your love along your side but a few wrong steps and the guilt of your
mistakes can bring about loneliness and there memories left to please you for the
rest of age. This is the story of guilt, remorse, ignorance, love, friendship,
promises, ambition, passion and reliving. This is the story of Dev- Shreya and the
Sahai’s."
My love for him felt so total and so annihilating that it was often impossible for me
to see him clearly at all. Years ago, Sukie moved in with Nathan because her
mother was dead and her father was difficult, and she had nowhere else to go.
Now they are on the brink of the inevitable. Sally Rooney is one of the most
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acclaimed young talents of recent years. With her minute attention to the power
dynamics in everyday speech, she builds up sexual tension and throws a
deceptively low-key glance at love and death.
LOVE !! Depending on whom you ask, it's full of magnificent features, also it's all you
need — and sometimes it's even a battlefield. But regardless of how you define it, love
can often be hard to express or put into words. This novel consists of 25 short stories.
Dwell into the love life of the characters and live with them in their stories.
The #1 New York Times–bestselling author’s “groundbreaking” work on women’s
sexual fantasies (Publishers Weekly). First published in 1973, My Secret Garden
ignited a firestorm of reactions across the nation—from outrage to enthusiastic support.
Collected from detailed personal interviews with hundreds of women from diverse
backgrounds, this book presents a bracingly honest account of women’s inner sexual
fantasy lives. In its time, this book shattered taboos and opened up a conversation
about the landscape of feminine desire in a way that was unprecedented. Today, My
Secret Garden remains one of the most iconic works of feminist literature of our
time—and is still relevant to millions of women throughout the world. “The author whose
books about gender politics helped redefine American women’s sexuality.” —The New
York Times
once upon a time, when time had just begun, there stood two mortal dreamers, whose
two hearts stood as one; that heart- she felt emotions that she turned into words.... one
day she wrote her feelings down, waiting to be heard...... Enter the land of poesy and
experience a wide range of poetry styles and topics including but in no way limited to
love and loss, sadness and passion, & hopes and dreams. Take a dive into "Vernal
Blossoms" to see the blooming world through the eyes of a little girl with far-from-little
dreams.
This book is about a girl named Kiara. She is new to Hyderabad city and she is working
here. To get over her forlornness she joins Tinder app in hope of meeting her Prince
Charming. This book underlines her various dates and encounters with different men.
On each date she meets a new guy. She meets few men: Some are good, some are
bad, some are hot, some are ugly, some are horny while some are innocent. It's about
the saying that before meeting your Prince you have to kiss many frogs in your way.
Kiara has to face lot of emotional stress while dealing with not so good guys yet in the
end she is triumphant. It is all about the turmoil faced by her. Her insecurities and
loneliness is well highlighted in this book.
this book is just about small feelings and little thoughts that pinch us everyday when we
look into ourselves.
I don’t know from where to start. My life was a hell of a ride. I had been through a lot of
ups and downs, from anxiety to panic attacks, and my mistake was that I fell in love
with all my heart. Aarav and Shreya meet in college and fall in love. Shreya loves Aarav
a lot although her best friend Meera wants her to break-up with him. Meera sees Aarav
as a practical guy who will surely break Shreya’s hurt. But for Shreya, Aarav is a
perfect boyfriend with whom she wants to live forever. But destiny has other plans for
Shreya which she has never thought of. Will she find her forever with Aarav? Read the
Novel to find out what happens on this journey of love, pain and commitment.
What happens when a girl meets a boy on a train journey and they eventually fall in
love? A new Romeo and Juliet are born. And what happens when their families fi nd
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out? Enter Hitler. Rohan bumps into Shreya perchance and dreams of spending a
lifetime with her. Love is in the air – the breeze seems colder, the stars shine brighter,
and life seems rosier. But can it last forever? Like all other love stories, this one is also
horrifying and hilarious in bits. As Rohan meanders through his feelings, travels across
cities, gets thrown behind bars by pot-bellied policemen, and is almost beaten in his
own life and career, he still has to face the biggest test of all – facing Shreya’s Hitler
brother. Will he be able to win him over? Or will Hitler put brakes on their love? Romeo,
Juliet & Hitler is a story of young love coming face to face with the grown up world and
its notions of right and wrong. Will this set of Romeo and Juliet share the same fate as
the originals or will they manage to win over all odds? Let’s find out!
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